Thesis Prospectus

Research Question: What does the abolition of the death penalty in France suggest about the likelihood of its abolition in Mississippi in light of a cultural comparison of their respective attitudes toward crime and punishment?

Introduction

The declining use of the death penalty in America, even in states like Mississippi in the Deep South, suggests its de facto abolition may be imminent, even if it remains de jure available. During my recent experience studying abroad in Angers, France, I began to consider how cultural similarities and differences between France and Mississippi might help to shed light on their approaches to punishing criminal offenders. For instance, I wondered how a French court might punish a criminal offender in Angers as compared to Mississippi court in Tupelo for a similar criminal act.

There is an obvious connection between the two countries in their common history of using brutal death penalties. The French used their infamous guillotine from 1792 to 1977, killing French citizens at a rate of up to 300 per day during the Reign of Terror after the French Revolution. Angers's prison hosted the execution of Germaine LeLoy-Godefroy in 1949, the last woman guillotined in France. France abolished the death penalty in 1981.

Mississippi has its own infamous association with public executions, including many that were largely extrajudicial. The state had the highest number of recorded lynchings, and used hanging as its execution method until 1940. As in France, the use of the death penalty in Mississippi slowed with the move away from public executions after World War II, but it has weakly persisted, with 21 executions since the Supreme Court reinstated the death penalty forty
years ago. Only two of those individuals committed murders in Tupelo, with Mississippi executing Joseph Burns in 2010. Mississippi has not executed anyone since 2012.

At first glance, conservative Mississippi seems to embrace different values than progressive France, indicating divergent approaches to criminal justice. A closer examination of the actual use of the death penalty in both jurisdictions suggests that Mississippi might be following the same trajectory toward abolition, just at a slower pace. Part of this may relate to a disconnect between what people say and do. Despite the public rhetoric and opinion of Mississippians, the actions (or lack of action) with respect to the death penalty may suggest a deeper connection to French thoughts and attitudes than one might expect.

In this thesis, I plan to explore the connection between the cultures of Angers and Tupelo, and extrapolate information and data that will inform the question of whether death penalty abolition—de facto or de jure—will become a reality in Mississippi in the near future. It is possible that Mississippi is tracing the same path as France, or alternatively, possesses structural, governmental, cultural, or societal characteristics that make following France’s footsteps less likely.

Framework

The first part of the thesis will briefly summarize the histories of capital punishment in France and Mississippi, including each’s flirtations with abolition. In addition, this part will explore the modern criminal justice approaches of the respective jurisdictions to a recent murder case. Also, this section will draw cultural comparisons between the two using current data including public opinion polls and criminal justice sentencing practices.
Part II of the thesis will conduct a literature review of the many recent books and articles that have considered why the death penalty persists in America when most Western nations have abolished it. In particular, the competing arguments of David Garland, James Whitman, Franklin Zimring, and Carol Steiker will provide the context to situate the central argument of the thesis. These scholars highlight important differences between the United States and Europe—the culture of violence, the culture of slavery, the system of federalism, conceptions of equality, preference for individualization, the development of populism, American exceptionalism—while also suggesting that each of these qualities can only serve as a partial explanation for the divergence. These alternative theories also offer insight into the future possibility of death penalty abolition.

In Part III, the thesis will combine quantitative and qualitative data to explore two recent murder trials, one from Angers and one from Tupelo. After examining the respective processes, the thesis will compare the length and severity of the sentences, and the justification behind them. On a sociological level, the thesis will consider (1) what cultural distinctions were present within the cases, (2) how they affect the cases, and (3) what that might show about the broader question of abolition.

Finally, Part IV will make an argument concerning the likelihood of death penalty abolition in Mississippi. The thesis endeavors to add to the developed literature on this topic by providing a more recent addition to the conversation, updating it in light of current developments. Further, the thesis will, unlike the literature, focus specifically on comparable cases to derive insights about the connection between cultural attitudes, governmental policy, legal procedure, economic health, and societal education to assess the future of the Mississippi death penalty.
Methodology

This thesis will primarily rely on existing data and cases. This includes an analysis of the laws of each country, beginning with Act 81-908 of 9 October 1981, Article 66-1 of the Constitution de la République française, Protocol nos. 6 and 13 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Gregg v. Georgia, the Eighth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, and Section 97-3-21 of the Mississippi Code. The study will also use national and state-level statistics about murder charges and their sentences from the Death Penalty Information Center, the Mississippi Department of Corrections, and the Ministère de la Justice.

With regard to public criminal records beyond a national level, little quantitative data is available in France. This lack of data may be a manifestation of cultural values surrounding privacy, and has altered the direction of my research. As such, the thesis will rely on two individual cases in the last 10 years in which similar crimes, both including murder, were committed: one in France, and one in Mississippi. The American case is a death penalty case, the French one is not. Comparing the sentencing outcomes and taking an in-depth look at two individual trials provides an opportunity to explore procedural differences that indicate broader cultural differences. An example of this and a potential challenge of my thesis is the absence of verbatim transcripts (or sometimes even summaries) in French cours d'assises, which handle murder offenses. Other shortcomings to my case studies will include the limited nature of its breadth. The thesis will only be comparing two trials, but will be using them as a sort of microcosm to substantiate the qualitative analysis conducted within my scholastic research, which is both legal and sociological in nature.
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